
A Two-Stage Model for Blog Feed Search

term t is present in the query. We use the top N most relevant
utterances (posts) to identify the set of possibly interesting blogs:

B = {blog|
!

post!N

P (Q|!post)P (post|blog) > 0}, (2)

where P (post|blog) denotes the importance of a post given a blog,
which is assumed to be uniform. Note that the summation part in
Eq. 2 corresponds to a post-based model for ranking blogs, how-
ever, in our approach it is only used for identifying blogs that de-
serve to be ranked for the topic.
Having identified the set of possibly interesting blogs, we now

estimate the probability of each blog ! B having generated the
query, i.e., displaying a recurring interest in the topic:

P (Q|blog) "
"

t!Q

P (t|!blog)
n(t,Q). (3)

We represent blogs as a multinomial probability distributions over
the vocabulary terms, and infer a blog model !blog , such that the
probability of a term given the blog model is P (t|!blog). To con-
struct such a representation, we first aggregate all terms from posts
of the blog to estimate an empirical model:

P (t|blog) =
!

posts

P (t|post) · P (post|blog). (4)

Then, this probability P (t|blog) is smoothed using the background
collection probabilityP (t), to arrive atP (t|!blog) (smoothing blogs
is done analogously to smoothing applied to posts).

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We test whether our two-stage model is capable of effective blog

feed search. We perform two series of experiments. First, we in-
vestigate the amount of pruning applied, i.e., the value of N in
Eq. 2. We consider three settings: no pruning, topic-independent
pruning (train on 2007 topics, test on 2008, and vice versa), and
topic-dependent pruning (best empirically found values per topic).
The “no pruning” condition corresponds to the blog-based model
(Blogger model in [1]). Our second set of experiments concerns
the representation of posts for stage 1 of our approach. We com-
pare the results of the two-stage model to a blog-based model only,
since blog-based models usually outperform post-based models [1].
The blog feed search task ran at TREC 2007 and 2008 [7] and

uses the TRECBlog06 corpus. We use the English blog posts, and
ignore blogs that only have 1 post. We have a total of 95 topics and
relevance judgments, and we only use the title field of the topics.
In our experiments, we optimize for MAP. Testing for significance
is done using a two-tailed paired t-test; significant differences are
indicated using ! and " (" = 0.01), and # and $ (" = 0.05).
Table 1 lists the results on the 2007 and 2008 topics for the blog-

based model, and the various settings for stage 1 in our two-stage
model. Results show that our model is at least as effective as the
blog-based model, while being considerably more efficient: The
blog-based model examines all 2.5M blog-post associations, while
our two-stage model considers just 1% (23,700) in stage 2. Topic
independent pruning results in a slight improvement in effective-
ness over the blog-based model, while topic dependent pruning
results in significant improvements. The use of a lean document
representation, with an average document length of just 12 words,
results in very good overall precision scores.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a two-stage model for blog feed search. The

model only tries to rank bloggers that stand out because of salient

2007 topics MAP P@5 MRR
Blog-based model 0.3260 0.5422 0.7193
Two-stage model
Representation Pruning
full content 1,700 0.3348! 0.5422 0.7213
full content topic-dep. 0.3611! 0.5689# 0.7243
title-only - 0.3549# 0.6444! 0.8476!
title-only 7,000 0.3577! 0.6622! 0.8587!
title-only topic-dep. 0.3813! 0.6889! 0.8604!

2008 topics
Blog-based model 0.2521 0.4880 0.7447
Two-stage model
Representation Pruning
full content 1,700 0.2551 0.4960 0.7483
full content topic-dep. 0.2747! 0.5080 0.7504
title-only - 0.2363 0.4880 0.7524
title-only 7,000 0.2368 0.4840 0.7524
title-only topic-dep. 0.2571 0.5080 0.7591

Table 1: Results of the various instances of the two-stage model
compared to the blog-based model. Significance tested against
blog-based model.

posts and then determines whether the topic is a central concern.
Experiments show that the two-stage model can improve over a
blog-based model. Topic dependent pruning of the post list in stage
1 helps, and we can combine this with a lean document representa-
tion to improve early precision even further. Future work is aimed
at learning the optimal pruning level per topic.
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Identify blogs that show a recurring interest in a topic
Task

Blogs as complex information objects
Two-stage approach to identifying these objects

 

Approach
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where P (post|blog) denotes the importance of a post given a blog,
which is assumed to be uniform. Note that the summation part in
Eq. 2 corresponds to a post-based model for ranking blogs, how-
ever, in our approach it is only used for identifying blogs that de-
serve to be ranked for the topic.
Having identified the set of possibly interesting blogs, we now

estimate the probability of each blog ! B having generated the
query, i.e., displaying a recurring interest in the topic:
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We represent blogs as a multinomial probability distributions over
the vocabulary terms, and infer a blog model !blog , such that the
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ignore blogs that only have 1 post. We have a total of 95 topics and
relevance judgments, and we only use the title field of the topics.
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Stage 2
In-depth examination of objects
➔ use all posts to determine topical 
centrality of blog, P(Q|blog)


